Tax & rex: overlapping genes of the Deltaretrovirus group.
Bovine leukemia virus and human T-cell leukemia viruses I and II, members of the Deltaretrovirus group, have two regulatory genes, tax and rex, that are coded in overlapping reading frames. We found that sequence variations in the rex gene of each virus result in amino acid differences significantly more often than variations in the tax gene. For all three viruses the highest ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous changes was found in the rex gene. In the overlapping regions of tax and rex, the second codon position of Rex corresponds to the third codon position of Tax. Nucleotide C was present in all genes of the three viruses at the highest frequency and this bias was most pronounced in the rex gene. More specifically we found that the C bias and nucleotide variation is greatest at the second codon position of Rex and the third codon position of Tax in the area of tax/rex overlap. Changes in the second codon position of Rex always resulted in amino acid change whereas changes in the third codon position of Tax resulted in amino acid changes less than a third of the time. Analysis of the amino acid frequencies in both proteins shows that there is a disproportionately large percentage of the amino acids alanine, proline, serine and threonine (the four amino acids whose second codon position is C) in Rex. These findings led us to hypothesize that the Rex protein can withstand more amino acid changes than can the Tax protein suggesting that the Tax protein experiences higher evolutionary constraints and is the more conserved of the two proteins.